Earth Water Baths, Inc. Announces New Cleaning Formula (EWB-425) to Decontaminate Morgellons Buildings

Morgellons Syndrome is a new parasitic and contagious disease which is sweeping across many countries. The need for a cleaning and decontamination formula has been apparent, but ordinary cleaning solutions have been ineffective. Healing Research Institute (www.healingresearch.org) has developed a special cleaning formula, EWB-425 for Earth Water Baths, Inc (www.earthwaterbaths.com).

Huntington Beach, CA, October 31, 2008 --(PR.com)-- George R. Schwartz, M.D. director of Healing Research Institute and Carlos Lerma, President of Earth Water Baths, Inc. announce the development of an effective cleaning agent to decontaminate infected Morgellons buildings. "One of the biggest problems facing homeowners, motels, hotels and commercial office buildings is effective cleaning against parasitic and infectious diseases." according to Dr. Schwartz. "By far it is the most frequent question posed after inquiring about treatment"

"Given the assignment by Earth Water Baths(www.earthwaterbaths.com), HRI (www.healingresearch.org) developed a testing protocol to determine the most effective formula to decontaminate buildings while remaining economical.Schwartz pointed out that that the contagious nature of Morgellons has become clear and many people are fearful of entering homes of Morgellons patients. While initially termed a psychiatric and delusional disease, scientists at Healing Research Institute have demonstrated a parasitic cause largely associated with water contamination. Floods,broken water heaters and pipes, and faulty air conditioners have all been associated with water stagnation conducive to the growth of the multi-stage parasite.

The color-safe cleaning formula breaks down the organism by extreme oxidation and enzymatic action according to Dr. Schwartz. Many standard formulas were completely ineffective until development of EWB-425.Due to the effectiveness, care must be taken to reduce direct skin exposure.

Lerma, president of Earth Water Baths pointed to the liability issues when Morgellons is associated with commercial buildings and a virtual epidemic occurs among employees. He added,Announcing Morgellons as part of real estate disclosures has been a thorny issue, but the problem is eliminated through effective decontamination. Not only is EWB-425 effective against Morgellons parasites, but other parasites, viruses and bacteria are killed."

"Whether Morgellons Syndrome is a new disease or a resurgence of an older parasitic condition is irrelevant when the issue is effective cleaning of homes,hotels and buildings," emphasized Schwartz. Earth Water Baths, Inc. offers practical solutions while scientists do DNA research," Lerma quipped.
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